
EFFECTS OF STREAMING ON THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

New technology changes such as the emergence of music streaming and internet radio drive a new age of the music
industry. The resulting.

Experts believe industry responses will be critical in shaping the future growth of the music industry which
has only started to recover. This is a global business. The RIAA and BPI reports, compiled by two bodies
funded by record companies, unsurprisingly shed little light on how much moolah the major labels are
retaining vs. Today, it was announced that streaming music revenues had surpassed income from the sale of
traditional formats for the first time last year. As revenues declined, they lashed out, fighting legal battles with
teenagers who illegally downloaded music and investing in propaganda campaigns to try to teach pesky young
people the value of intellectual property. But how do I make that possible? This all becomes even more
interesting when we consider a new, ferocious PR problem that hit Spotify last month, when the company was
discovered to be one of four organizations alongside Amazon, Pandora and Google that had legally objected to
agreed royalty rate rises for songwriters in the United States. Releasing music has also become untethered
from record labels. Some musicians, such as Taylor Swift, have pulled their music from these services for this
reason. The UK is probably the closest structure to the US. But that cannot come at the expense of continuing
to grow the industry via streaming. They will take a significantly larger percentage of any ticket price between
80 per cent and 85 per cent than the 10 per cent they might receive from selling a copy of that new album that
nobody really wants. Digitization has shifted the balance of power within the industry, giving more
decision-making authority to consumers and musicians themselves. Digital technology has made it possible
for musicians to record without the financial backing of a label. There is so much more music around, but
people care less about it. It enabled them to work on a more ambitious third, Every Valley, which movingly
dramatised the rise and fall of Welsh mining communities. Now, in the UK this revival may be overturned, not
by technology but by an atavistic rejection of all that is outward-looking. Yes, thanks to the U. Demand
exceeds supply. Sign up for our newsletter. You can actually build a business for an artist quickly. For the live
music segment, streaming could bring a significant opportunity to earn by usage listening data for the
marketing and promotion of live events and the possibility to connect directly with fans, therefore increasing
artist profit and improving relationships with artists. There are diverse types of royalties paid to rights owners.
But this industry too often forgets that Spotify is also the company that saved the whole music business in the
first place. That was roughly flat versus , but different to , when  The only constant is change. Digital avenues,
such as YouTube and Spotify, allow musicians to access a receptive audience of potential fans without
incurring the heavy costs of manufacturing and distribution. In some countries, there are tribunals, arbitration
bodies, not as powerful, that set the rates.


